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professional experience ; (c)  the necessity of passing one or more examinations
organised and supervised by the public authorities.
The conference also passed resolutions dealing with the following questions:--
Conditions of life and labour of Asiatic seamen, especial y when employed. outside
^countries or on board foreign ships ; hours of labour in inland navigation ;
comditio^"of labour in serial navigation ; the application of Draft Conventions
andRecommendations adopted by previous maritime sessions of the-Confercnce ;
and eq3e treatment of seamen employed on board vessels plying within the
Sitor™	country of which such seamen
to dSenl within the general framework of the social legislation of such country.
The resolution concerning the conditions of life and labour of seamen in Asiatic
countries submitted jointly by  Mr Daud, Indian workers' delegate, deserve special
aSor .*  m resolution pcSntcd out that though   equal . treatment  of   seamen
Sut distinction of race and colour was an essential requirement,   there existed
S pSen? marked inequalities by which differential   treatment was accorded to
a JortrTekmen as compared with other seamen   performing the same work, in
Smat?e?s as wages hours of work, system of recruitment housing, health and
Xenratection afforded by-the laws of the country of the    shipowner m respect
of iKnce workmen's compensation, freedom of association etc., and requested
fee GovemKody (i) to direct the International Labour Office m the conduct of
general*£quiry into the conditions of  Asiatic labour to devote special attention
otfe condltLS of Asiatic seamen, and  (2)  to consider  whether, this question
could be placed on the agenda of an early conference.   Mr. Daud,  in his speech
over the resolution, pointed out that there   were   over 250,000     seamen m   India,
of whom 200,000 were victims of chronic unemployment, and that even in the
case of the  50,000   who are able to secure   employment   invidious distinctions
fedstedin   respect of  wages,   hours   of work, etc.   Thus while an Indian fireman
wasoaidRs   23 or £1-15,  a British fireman  was paid £9-10 a   month.     Other
abuses pointed out by Mr.   Daud   were the present system   of   recruitment   of
seamen   by brokers, the woeful lack   of housing   accommodation  for seamen,
and the longer hours of work exacted from the Indian seamen.
Before closing the account of the Conference reference has also to be made to
the  objections raised  by   several   Indian   employers1   organisations   against the
appointment of Mr. P, B. Browne, as one of the advisers of the Indian employers'
delegate    The objections were based on the following contentions:—(a)  That Mr.
Browne was not nominated in agreement with the national organisations of employers
in india and as such cannot represent them :    (b) that Mr. Browne was not nomina-
ted in agreement with the most   representative   organisations   of employers m
India • and (c) that Mr.   Browne represented non-national interests which are in
serious conflict with the national interests of India, and as such not only can he not
faithfully represent the latter, but might seriously prejudice the same.   The objectors
also referred to the case of Sir Arthur Froom, whose credentials were challenged
at the Conference of 1926 by  Indian employers on almost identical grounds, and
whose nomination was validated by the Credentials Committee ora that occasion on
grounds of "expediency" atone.   After giving a fuli hearing to the parries to the
dispute the Credentials Committee decided to recommend the acceptance of the
credentials of Mr. Browne on the grounds "that while representation at the Con-
ference implies the representation of national elements, it could not enter into the
substance of the question" and that it was for the Government to decide, by virtue
of its sovereign powers, the national   or non-national character of any organisation
of employers or workers.
The thirteenth Conference, despite the difficulties which it had to face, was on
the whole a most successful one, so much so, in fact, that at the last sitting the
spokesman of the workers' group was able to assert that perhaps for the irst
time since the seamen had been. called upon to participate in the work of the
Organisation they would return to their respective harbours with relief and hope in
tjieir hearts.

